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A Discussion on

“HINDI CINEMA AND MAHATMA GANDHI”
on 73rd death anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi

“Eye for eye will make the
whole world blind”, Mahatma
Gandhi said this in his lifetime. This
thing is relevant even today.
Cinema, the major medium of mass
communication, brought Gandhian
ideas to the global stage. On 30
January, on the occasion of Bapu's
73rd death anniversary, a discussion
on Hindi cinema and Mahatma
Gandhi was organized by the
Department of Journalism and Mass
Communication
of Mandsaur
University, Mandsaur. Senior film
critic Ajay Brahmatmaj was
present
as
guest
speaker.

Speaking at the program, Ajay
Brahmatmaj said that Gandhi had
never seen cinema in his life and
that he considered cinema to be a
negative thing for him, but today
it has been over a hundred years
of filmmaking in India, there
Gandhi and we should see this
with ideas.
Citing the example of several
films, he introduced Gandhi to
the
participants
and
the
importance of the subject. The
program was conducted by Mr.
Arun Jaiswal (Assistant Prof.,
DJMC). In the program, Dr.
Manish Jaisal (H.O.D.) speaks
on the current state of Gandhi
and cinema. He thanked Mr.
Ajay Brahmatmaj for taking out
his time. Assistant Professor
Sonali Singh, students Shadab
Choudhary,
Kapil
Sharma,
Jayesh, and others were present
in the program.
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“Alumni interaction” organized by DJMC
Only a
degree or
certificate
cannot give
you a job.
Department of Journalism
and
Mass
Communication
Organized “Alumni Interaction
Session” for the students of BAJMC. The session was started by
Mr. Arun Jaiswal (Assistant
Professor, DJMC) stating the
objectives of alumni interaction
session. Introduction of Alumni
Mr. Kapil Sharma, was given
by Dr. Manish jaisal, HOD,
(DJMC). Kapil is working as an
independent journalist. He is
writing for various news
channels. He highlighted the key
points needed to become a
successful media person.

He has also provided
information
about
the
challenges in the field of media
and career opportunities / scope
as a freelance journalist. Kapil
told the students about the
importance of coursework
during field work. He said, if
you want to work properly and
find a job easily, then you
should have enough knowledge
of theory as well as practical
otherwise only degree or
certificate cannot give you job.
The
event
was
finally
concluded with the Vote of
Thanks by Mr. Arun Jaiswal.
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Awareness rally & Nukkad natak
on the occasion of Martyrs Day under NSS

Mandsaur University has organized Awareness rally & Nukkad
natak on the occasion of “Martyrs Day” under NSS at adapted
village Guradiya Deda on 30 January 2021. At the beginning of rally,
Dr. Shailendra Sharma (VC, MU) enlightened the importance of
social service to society and satisfaction gained from it. The rally
begins in the village with volunteers’ chanted slogans related to
removal of social evils and distributed mask to villagers. They also
performed nukkad natak on importance of “Girl Education”,
“Swachchhta Abhiyan” and “Say No to drugs.” At the end, Mr.
Rakesh Patidar (NSS, Officer) thanks all the villagers for their
presence.
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Training Program on

Information Disorder and Media Literacy

Department of Library and
Information Science has organized
the “One day Training Program on
Information Disorder and Media
Literacy” on 20th Jan, 2021. In
this session to share his expertise
Dr. Manish Jaisal, Head & Asst.
Professor was the guest speaker.

Assist. Prof. Dr. A. Pal
addresses the Training. HOD Dr.
Ravindra Kumar welcome the
guest. While speaking in the
training Dr. Manish said, we all
should cross check the news or
information which we are reading
on WhatsApp and Internet to
know its source. Public attention
to online misinformation has been
largely focused on the Social Life
of the social platforms—
especially
Facebook
and
WhatsApp. Dr. Manish Jaisal is
aware
of
the
inadvertent
participation in disseminating
misinformation. At the end of the
event Dr. Ravindra Kumar, HOD,
Library & Information Science
expressed vote of thanks to guest.
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One day workshop on “Electrical Wiring”

The students practiced various types of wiring and
understood its practical applicability.
Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering organized a
workshop on “Electrical Wiring” for 2nd year Diploma and B.Tech
students. The workshop was organized to give students practical
knowledge about types of electrical wiring.
The workshop was initiated by theoretical explanation about various
types wiring and its application, which was followed by practical
demonstration. The workshop was concluded after Hands on Practice by
students. The students studied and practiced wirings like Stair case
wiring, Go down wiring, House wiring and switch board wiring.
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One day webinar on
Challenges in TV Journalism in age of social media

Department of Journalism &
mass Communication, Mandsaur
university had organized one day
webinar on “Challenges in TV
Journalism in age of social media”
and to share his experience Mr
Gyanendra Tiwari from ABP News
was the key note speaker. Vice
Chancellor Dr. Shailendra Sharma
welcome the guest speaker, he said
organizing such event has always
helped our students.

We are happy that our students are
getting knowledge from some
experts. HOD Dr. Manish Jaisal
thanked Gyanendra Tiwari for
bringing out his time from his busy
schedule. Mr. Gyanendra Tiwari
explained how in today’s era where
70% of the population lies on social
media for information. He in fact
also added that within some time
people will often use social media
instead of electronic media. Now a
day’s people are more rely on social
media because most of the journalist
goes live with their FB page for
news. so, the chances of watching
TV gets down and this is becoming
a big challenge because television
industries are facing loss due to less
TRP of their channels. In the last
part of the session students cleared
their doubts by asking question. The
whole program was very interactive
as the students were actively
participating in it. The whole
program was organized by Assistant
Professor Arun Jaiswal.
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Faculty of Life Science has organized the

“Interaction with Expert” event

Faculty of Life Science has
organized the “Interaction with
Expert” event for the students of
Faculty of life sciences on 15th Jan.,
2021. Dr. Ashish
Warghane,
Assistant Professor, Life Sciences,
welcomes the guest and gave a brief
introduction of Dr. Atul Sathe and
Miss. Neha Paserkar to the students.
Dr. Sathe discussed the Map-based
cloning
and
functional
characterization of Spotted-Leaf
Gene spl40 in Rice (Oryzasativa L.)
and talked about the finding of his
research work on spl40 conferred
broad spectrum disease resistance
against bacterial blight pathogen
Xanthomonas oryzae pv. Oryza.

He also talked on the novel
CRISPR technology used in plant
Sciences. Whereas, Miss. Neha
Paserkar discussed about the
functional analysis of TIR-NBSLRR domain containing Disease
Resistant R-genes in B. napus
against S. sclerotiorum.
She also discussed about, funding
opportunity to study in abroad and
skill required succeeding in the
research carrier. Students also
discussed their queries with expert.
At the end of the event Dr. Shekhar
Jain,
HOD,
Life
Sciences
expressed vote of thanks to both
guest.
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“Solar Man of India” visited Mandsaur University
Visit of Prof.
Chetan Singh
Solanki (Solar
Man of India)
Dr. Chetan Singh Solanki,
Professor, Department of
Energy Science and En-gineering, IIT Bombay
visited Mandsaur
University, Mands-aur as part of
Gandhi Global
SolarYatra to pro-mote the idea of
Energy Swaraj. He
has been working in
the renewable energy
sector for the past 20 years.
Prof. Solanki has been referred
to as “Solar Man of India” by
Times of India, The Hindu and
India Today. Some people also
call him “Solar Gandhi”. Known

for his remarkable work in the
field of Solar. Prof. Solanki said
we have to increase the utility
of renewable sources of
energy from today itself. If we do not
change by 2035,
the results will
beterrible. The
average temperature
of the world has inc-reased by more than a
degree, Due to which the
weather has started to cha-nge drastically. He intracted
with facultymembers and also
visited solar panel which is
installed at Mandsaur University.
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Workshop & Activities conducted by Department of

Journalism and Mass Communication
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Mandsaur University

congratulate
him on this

Great achievement
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